
20:50:57 <Vimes> you're either lying or being lied to 
20:51:03 <Vimes> I suspect the latter 
20:51:14 <penguinx> Sorry? 
20:51:40 <penguinx> what are you talking about? 
20:52:18 <penguinx> the Daniel Schmitt stuff? 
20:52:20 <Vimes> yes 
20:52:27 <penguinx> Why do you say that? 
20:53:05 <Vimes> do you know the circumstances of the suspension and the immediate 
aftermath? 
20:53:34 <penguinx> Yes in fact i do 
20:53:47 <Vimes> then you know he was not "fired" 
20:54:28 <penguinx> he was suspended that i know, if you think or if you know more 
than i do, than pl ease tell me 
20:55:10 <Vimes> have you seen the log of the meeting that took place shortly after 
the suspension? 
20:55:32 <penguinx> No 
20:56:10 <Vimes> that meeting was concerned with ways to reconcile the two sides 
20:56:23 <Vimes> and it was made clear that the suspension was supposedly a 
temporary thing 
20:56:33 <penguinx> do you have the log? 
20:57:01 <Vimes> yes - but I have no trusted way to get it to you - sorry 
20:57:22 <penguinx> https://cryptbin.net/index.php 
20:57:22 <Vimes> you might try asking j about it 
20:58:21 <penguinx> you can use cryptbin, i think we both now j would never ta lk 
about it 
20:58:31 <Vimes> ah 
20:58:51 <penguinx> that is if you know j, 
20:58:53 <Vimes> so you do know he's not too re l iable in that way 
20:58:59 <Vimes> good 
20:59:46 <penguinx>? 
21:00:58 <penguinx> Basicly you can say what ever you wan't to me, i don't know who 
you are, and at least so far, you haven showed me no proof 
21:01:47 <Vimes> https://cryptbin.net/?id=xZq -- donttellhim 
21:02:28 <Vimes> this made it into the hands of certain people besides the 
participants, too 
21:03:18 <Vimes> the reason I'm giving you this is because I want to be sure that 
people know what's going on 
21:03:31 <Vimes> especially those who need to know 
21:12:22 <penguinx> when did this accure? 
21:12:44 <Vimes> about a month ago 
21:12:49 <Vimes> don't remember the exact date 
21:13:51 <Vimes> l ooking it up, hang on 
21:15:01 <Vimes> August 26th 
21:15:18 <Vimes> so very close to a month ago 
21:19:12 <penguinx> how many peopl e know about this:P? just curious if im the only 
one that didn'T know 
21:20:45 <Vimes> I doubt it 
21:21:14 <Vimes> as far as I know the peopl e present and a small number of others 
21:21:28 <Vimes> most notab l y both sand m have seen the l og 
21:21:50 <Vimes> but since you've been put in a position of talking about those 
things ... you ought to know 
21:21:52 <Vimes> that's all 
21:22:12 <Vimes> the Spiege l report is misleading 
21:22:15 <Vimes> but so is the tweet 
21:23:19 <Vimes> the second meeting that's talked about there never happened 
21:23:37 <Vimes> even though it was pressured for a number of times 



21:26:10 <penguinx> i know who everybody are but not m, who's m? 
21:26:22 <Vimes> tech guy 
21:28:20 <Vimes> I believe most of those people don't trust you 
21:29:03 <Vimes> but I don't care - if this stuff is being kept from you, you 
should know 
21:36:48 <penguinx> alot of questions are going through my head right, don't think 
you could answer them, but onequestion though .... Who are you? ! Where Did you this? 
WTF:P 
21:37:04 <Vimes> I won't say, sorry 
21:37:25 <penguinx> Can you tell me this? are you or did you work for wl 
21:37:59 <Vimes> I know who you are, and I've heard things -- and believe me when I 
say: I'm telling you this because I don't like people being kept in the dark 
21:38:17 <penguinx> Who am i? 
21:39:13 <Vimes> the person who was arrested in Iceland I believe 
21:40:07 <Vimes> am I wrong? 
21:40:22 <penguinx> No 
21:40:47 <penguinx> and what have you heard about me .... 
21:41:08 <Vimes> that episode caused a lot of people to distrust you 
21:41:14 <Vimes> but otherwise I don't know 
21:41:27 <Vimes> you seem like a decent enough person 
21:41:38 <Vimes> but there's too much bullshit going around for anyone to be sure 
21:48:45 <penguinx> anything else you are willing to share with me 
21:50:09 <penguinx> who's sue 
21:51:57 <Vimes> someone j's connected with 
21:52:00 <Vimes> don't know more 
21:53:36 <Vimes> the important bit is this: s was not 'fired' 
21:53:50 <Vimes> saying so now is twisting the truth 
21:54:13 <Vimes> your choice what you do; but at the very least you should know 
that it's not the truth 
21:54:28 <penguinx> Thank you:) 
21:54:52 <Vimes> you're welcome 
21:56:32 <penguinx> What do you think i should do with this 
21:57:06 <Vimes> my preference would be that you keep it to yourself 
21:57:37 <Vimes> but be skeptical of everyone 
21:57:44 <Vimes> you were right to be skeptical of me :) 
21:58:26 <penguinx> have you confronted this with j? 
21:58:52 <Vimes> I've confronted him with other things 
21:59:10 <Vimes> he said that if I had problems with him, I could leave 
21:59:13 <Vimes> so I did 
22:25:27 <penguinx> what is #missionlst? 
22:26:42 <Vimes> the channel where this took place 
22:27:03 <Vimes> don't think there's anything there now 


